
HERMITIAN SPACES IN GEODESIC CORRESPONDENCE1

W. J. WESTLAKE

1. Coburn [l] has studied the problem of Hermitian spaces in

geodesic correspondence. He found a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for two Kahler spaces to be in geodesic correspondence and

showed that such correspondence was impossible between a Kahler

space and a Hermitian space. The problem of geodesic correspond-

ence between two Hermitian spaces he left unsolved.

It will be shown that Coburn's first result is incorrect, as was

pointed out by Bochner [2]; and we shall solve the general problem,

giving necessary and sufficient conditions for two Hermitian spaces

to be in geodesic correspondence.

2. The linear connection of a Hermitian space, Hn, is defined to be

a aX

P/Jy = g    dygax'.

We use the usual convention of Hermitian geometry that Greek

indices run from 1 to ra and Latin indices from 1 to 2ra where

ct*=a+n.

The torsion tensor 5^ is defined to be

i i
Sjk = Tyk]

and its vanishing characterises a Kahler space, Kn. We shall also in-

troduce a connection E)t which is analogous to the Christoffel symbol

Q
of Riemannian geometry. This is:

Fjk = — g   idkgjh + d,gkh — dhg]k)

and may also be written in the form:

(2 • 1) E)k = V\m + gVgjtSPk + g*gkaSpj.

For a Kahler space, it is clear that £jt reduces to T*t.
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The differential equations of the geodesies of a Hermitian space

(given by Coburn [l]) may be rewritten in terms of E)k and are:

dV i    dz'   dzk      dz* /d2s    / ds\
(2.2) -+ Ejk-(-./— ) = 0

dt2 dt    dt dt \ dt2 /   dt)

with t as parameter. Multiplying by dzm/dt, interchanging i and m,

and subtracting, we have the alternative form:

/d2z{ dz"'      d2zm dz{\      /   ,-   dzm m  dzl\dz'   dzk
(2.3) (-) + (Ejk-Eik-)-= 0.

\dl*    dt        dt2    dt J     \        dt dt ) dt    dt

3. Consider two Hermitian spaces Hn, Hn' whose geodesies cor-

respond. The respective differential equations of their geodesies will

be satisfied by the same functions zi(t) and subtracting we shall have:

i   m mi    dzn   dz'   dzk
(3.1) (Ajk5n - Aik&n)-= 0

dt    dt    dt

where the symmetric tensor A't is defined by

i fi i

(3.2) A j k = Ejk — Ejk

and primed expressions refer to Hn' ■ Equation (3.2) must be satisfied

by arbitrary values of dtz' at any point. Therefore we have:

i       m m     i

(3.3) A(jkbn) — A(jk8n) = 0,

and by virtue of the symmetry of A)k, this may be written:

i     m i      m i     m mi mi mi

(3.4) Ajk5n + Aknhj + Anibk = Ajkbn + Aknbj + Anj8k.

4. If both spaces are Kahler, A)k has all its components identically

zero except those of the type A%y, Apy: Putting i = a, j = 0, k=y,

m—p*, n=v* in (3.4), we see that

(4.1) 4r = 0.

And conversely if (4.1) holds, (3.1) is satisfied identically. But

a /a a

Afiy    =    Tffy    —    Tffy

and thus:

A necessary and sufficient condition for two Kahler spaces, Kn, K/. ,

to be in geodesic correspondence is that

/at a

Tfiy   =    I>7.
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This is the correction of Coburn's result referred to.

5. Suppose now that both spaces are Hermitian. Then equation

(3.4) must again be satisfied. Putting i = a, j = P, k=y, m=fjt*,

n=v*, we have

* * *

(5.1) AayS,* = Ayy'Sa + A,'BSy = 0.

The only components of A)t that now vanish identically are those of

the type -4^., A%y. In particular, Ayv* is a tensor; and the contraction

Ayf, which we denote by Ay, is a vector. Contracting on /j.*, v* in

(5.1), we have:

(5.2) nAffy = A yb), + A8Sy.

This constitutes our first necessary condition.

In (3.4), putting i = o>, j = P*, k=y, m=fi, n = v, and contracting

on pi, v we have:

(5.3) nAa-y = Ae'Sy,

and this is our second necessary condition.

If now we assume that both these necessary conditions are satis-

fied, it is easy to verify that (3.4) is then identically satisfied for every

possible combination of the indices, i,j, ft, m, ra. Thus (3.1) is identi-

cally satisfied and the two necessary conditions are also sufficient.

Simplifying (5.2) and (5.3) and denoting by 5„ the contraction 5£„,

our final result is:

The necessary and sufficient conditions for two Hermitian spaces

77„, 77„'  to be in geodesic correspondence are:

nTtfy) + S(BSy, = nT(ay, + 8(aSyh

,a\      f fv a    f a\ v a

ng     gySS\'a* + SySB' = ng    gy,'Sx*a* + SySa*.
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